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14. Training 
 

I felt so free carrying Bella on my back through the dark forest. The heavy cloud of doubt 

had lifted and I was looking forward to learning some new combat tricks from Jasper and to 

matching skills with the wolves. I secretly hoped to get a chance at Jacob. The thought 

made me jubilant and lightened my steps. 

By the time Bella and I arrived at the baseball field, the rest of the family was there 

already. It was obvious that the pressure we’d all been feeling over the upcoming battle 

was gone. Everyone was gathered around chatting and Emmett was inserting bad jokes and 

puns here and there into the hum of conversation. He was happier than the rest of us put 

together over the prospect of an actual battle. Emmett never got the chance to really fight, 

not to the extent of his abilities, and especially not with anyone who was stronger than 

himself. 

All the enemy combatants in this battle would be stronger than Emmett, which 

made him the one most in danger of getting hurt. He was the least experienced fighter 

among us by virtue of his youth, but more importantly, he was so strong that he’d never had 

to fight with his head. He could overpower anyone or anything (grizzlies, for example) 

using sheer strength. For this battle, he needed to raise the level of sophistication of his 

skills—the only way we could beat this army was with intelligent tactics. 

I was considering all this as Bella and I walked hand–in–hand into the clearing. 

“You know what I think?” she asked, cutting into my thoughts. 

I laughed at the question, because the single most frustrating thing in my existence 

was not knowing what she was thinking…ever. 

“No. What do you think?” 

“I think it’s all connected. Not just the two, but all three.” 

“You’ve lost me.” 

“Three bad things have happened since you came back.” Bella tapped her index 

finger. “The newborns in Seattle.” Her middle finger. “The stranger in my room.” Her 

thumb. “And first of all—Victoria came to look for me.” 

I considered that. “Why do you think so?” 

“Because I agree with Jasper,” she said. “The Volturi love their rules. They would 

probably do a better job anyway. Remember when you were tracking Victoria last year?” 

“Yes,” I replied unhappily. “I wasn’t very good at it.” 

“Alice said you were in Texas. Did you follow her there?” 

“Yes. Hmm…” Jasper’s country, where creating newborn armies used to be 

commonplace. 
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“See—she could have gotten the idea there. But she doesn’t know what she’s 

doing, so the newborns are all out of control.” 

There was a flaw in that theory and I shook my head. “Only Aro knows exactly how 

Alice’s visions work.” 

“Aro would know best, but wouldn’t Tanya and Irina and the rest of your friends in 

Denali know enough? Laurent lived with them for so long. And if he was still friendly 

enough with Victoria to be doing favors for her, why wouldn’t he also tell her everything 

he knew?” 

“It wasn’t Victoria in your room.” 

“She can’t make new friends? Think about it, Edward. If it is Victoria doing this in 

Seattle, she’s made a lot of new friends. She’s created them.” 

Created a newborn for reconnaissance? Seemed unlikely, but… 

“Hmm, it’s possible,” I conceded. “I still think the Volturi are most likely… But 

your theory—there’s something there. Victoria’s personality. Your theory suits her 

personality perfectly. She’s shown a remarkable gift for self–preservation from the start— 

maybe it’s a talent of hers. In any case, this plot would put her in no danger at all from us if 

she sits safely behind and lets the newborns wreak their havoc here. And maybe little 

danger from the Volturi, either. Perhaps she’s counting on us to win, in the end, though 

certainly not without heavy casualties of our own. But no survivors from her little army to 

bear witness against her. In fact,”—and this was just like her, truly evil—“if there were 

survivors, I’d bet she’d be planning to destroy them herself…. Hmm. Still, she’d have to 

have at least one friend who was a bit more mature. No fresh–made newborn left your 

father alive….” That was the weak point in Bella’s theory. Could Maria have sent someone 

back here with Victoria? That would be a serious problem. 

I looked at Bella’s resolute face. “Definitely possible. Regardless, we’ve got to be 

prepared for anything until we know for sure.” Then I remarked, “You’re very perceptive 

today. It’s impressive.” 

Bella sighed. “Maybe I’m just reacting to this place. It makes me feel like she’s 

close by…like she sees me now.” 

I bristled at the thought. “She’ll never touch you, Bella.” Still, my eyes scanned the 

clearing. What if she were here? I felt the predator in me rise to the surface as I considered 

the thought. 

“Yet, what I wouldn’t give to have her that close,” I muttered. “Victoria, and 

anyone else who’s ever thought of hurting you. To have the chance to end this myself. To 

finish it with my own hands this time.” I could almost feel the crunch of her neck between 

my teeth and hear the metallic squeal of her head coming off.  

Not like James…Jasper and Emmett had dashed him into the flames…or Laurent… 

the wolves had torn him apart. A killing lust rose in me so strongly I could taste 

it…Victoria, the intruder, the newborns, Felix, Caius, Jane… 

I hate this, I hate this, I hate this…! The thought came crashing into my head, 
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suddenly driving away the savagery that was overtaking me. I looked up and saw my sister 

struggling with her misery. 

“Is something wrong with Alice?” Bella had noticed too. 

I chuckled. “The werewolves are on their way, so she can’t see anything that will 

happen now. It makes her uncomfortable to be blind.”  

I grinned at Alice’s hyperbolic pout. She stuck out her tongue at me. 

“Hey, Edward, hey, Bella,” Emmett greeted us. “Is he going to let you practice, 

too?” 

“Please, Emmett,” I complained. “Don’t give her any ideas.” 

Carlisle wandered over. “When will our guests arrive?” 

I paused to listen for Jacob who was always easy to hear. What I caught instead was 

something very different.  

I don’t like this. 

We get to kill vampires! 

Whoo hoo! 

Yippee! 

We wanna come too! 

I’m coming. I don’t care what Jacob says. 

Seth! You’re not coming! 

I can if Sam says so! You’re only second in command. He’s first! 

You’re not coming, Seth. 

But Sam! Please?! 

No. You’re staying with Collin and Brady at the reservation. You’re too young. 

That’s final! 

It’s okay, Seth. We can still see what’s happening. One of the vampires might come 

to the rez! Then the tribe will need us! We’d be heroes! 

Yeah! 

That won’t happen. 

It might! 

Shut up, Brady. 

You shut up. 

All of you, pipe down. We’re getting close. 

Hey, bloodsucker! If you can hear me, we’re coming—as wolves. You can talk for 

us, right? We don’t want you all at an advantage. 

I sighed and answered Carlisle’s inquiry. “A minute and a half. But I’m going to 

have to translate. They don’t trust us enough to use their human forms.”  

My father nodded. “This is hard for them. I’m grateful they’re coming at all.” 

Bella was shocked. “They’re coming as wolves?” Her voice rose perilously. 

I saw trepidation in her eyes as I nodded my reply. Had she not seen Jacob as a wolf 

before?  
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The wolves’ cacophony broke into my awareness. I unconsciously ticked off the 

minds I’d just heard: Brady, Collin, Seth, Jacob, Sam. I ticked off the other wolves’ names 

I knew: Paul, Jared, Quil, Embry. That’s nine wolves, not six! Were there more?  

“Prepare yourselves,” I warned my family. “They’ve been holding out on us.” 

“What do you mean?” Alice asked crossly. 

“Shh.”  

I looked in the direction the pack was coming from and my family formed a 

defensive line in front of Bella and myself, with Jasper and Emmett in the forefront.  

I listened to hear if I could make out the differences in the wolves’ mental voices 

and found that I could. They all thought independently, yet collectively too.  

There was a definite hierarchy to the pack and I gathered that the lower–level 

wolves had to obey those above them. Seth had indicated that Jacob was second in 

command, which was interesting, because he wasn’t the second oldest wolf. Jared and Paul 

were older and had turned first, so the hierarchy must be determined by something other 

than age…bloodlines, maybe. Sam and Jacob were direct descendants of two of the three 

wolves we had met in the 1930s. But Jacob was the great–grandson of Ephraim Black, the 

former chief of the tribe. Wouldn’t the chief’s descendant be highest in the hierarchy? I had 

no answer for that question. 

Being privy to the pack mind was utterly absorbing…mesmerizing! There was so 

much going on that I could barely keep up with it, even given all the advantages of my 

vampire brain. 

Three of the wolf minds felt different from the others…Sam, understandably, but 

also…hmm…Jared, and…Quil. Each of them exuded an “aura,” for lack of a better word, 

that seemed bigger than himself, as if another soul rode on his back, perhaps. It was hard to 

put into words, but I could feel the power of it. It was unmistakable and—I suspected— 

irreversible, like two chemical compounds had reacted to create a third. The “appendages” 

had names—Emily, Kim, Claire—that read like permanent tattoos in the wolves’ minds, 

always present. These had to be the results of imprinting, the phenomenon of pair bonding 

among werewolves that Bella had told me about. Of course, I knew that Emily was with 

Sam. My father had had reason to get to know Emily when she’d been injured a few years 

earlier. 

Ohhhh…. I felt the stab of pain that flashed through one of the wolves and observed 

it spread relentlessly through the pack mind. They all felt the pain after Sam had 

entertained a wistful thought about his Emily. The pain had a voice…a female voice! 

We don’t really know who’s first Alpha, second Alpha, and third, do we boys? 

Doesn’t that depend on a certain wolf’s personal heritage? Which we don’t know, by the 

way… 

Shut up, Leah. It’s bad enough that you won’t get over him! Leave me out of it! 

Embry’s right! We all have to live with it… “Love you, Sam… Come back to me, 

Sam… Why did she have to come here, Sa—” 
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Knock it off, all of you! We’re here. Get your minds in the game! 

Ewww! I can smell them! 

They stink so bad! 

My nose hurts! 

Do we have to be so close to them? 

There’s that big one. I still owe him a snap! 

Everyone, hush. You’re not fighting Emmett, Paul. That’s over. The Cullens are our 

allies. Line up here behind the trees. We’ll keep our distance. 

They’re surprised, aren’t they? Heh, heh. 

“Damn,” Emmett exclaimed as the wolves appeared and formed an arrowhead line, 

ten feet behind the forest’s edge. “Did you ever see anything like it?”  

Oh my! They are fearsome! Esme turned to Rosalie, her eyes wide. 

Jasper was counting heads silently. How many? …six, seven…ten! 

He was right—ten with the female, Leah. 

“What is it?” Bella whispered. “I can’t see.” 

“The pack has grown,” I murmured into her ear. From what I could gather amidst 

the general din of their collective minds, Victoria’s presence—and now the intruder at 

Bella’s house—had stimulated the wolf gene within the Quileute bloodline and caused 

more young people to transform into werewolves…even one female!  

“Fascinating,” I muttered to myself. 

Carlisle stepped forward with slow deliberation, careful not to startle the pack. He 

was right. This was hard for them…hard to tolerate our scent, hard to suppress their instinct 

to attack, and hard to stay calm. 

The wolves were massive, tall as sixteen–hand horses, but with broader bodies. 

Seeing six of them through Jasper’s eyes had not done them justice. We would be well–

matched if we had to fight them. Their surprise presence would absolutely horrify the 

newborns. 

“Welcome,” Carlisle said formally.  

The wolves remained under cover of the trees. They did not want to make 

themselves vulnerable by moving into the clearing. Plus, we were burning their noses 

rather painfully. Their stench was offensive to us too, but didn’t cause us physical pain. 

“Thank you,” I translated for Sam. He was the tallest wolf, solid black, and stood at 

the point of the arrow, flanked by a huge russet–brown wolf—Jacob—and a large dark–

brown one—Jared—who was third in command, apparently.  

“We will watch and listen, but no more. That is the most we can ask of our self–

control.” 

“That is more than enough,” Carlisle responded to Sam’s words. “My son Jasper 

has experience in this area. He will teach us how they fight, how they are to be defeated. 

I’m sure you can apply this to your own hunting style.” 

“They are different from you?” I spoke Sam’s question. 
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Carlisle nodded. “They are all very new—only months old to this life. Children, in 

a way. They will have no skill or strategy, only brute strength. Tonight their numbers stand 

at twenty. Ten for us, ten for you—it shouldn’t be difficult. The numbers may go down. 

The new ones fight amongst themselves.” 

The wolves made an excited rumbling noise. They were anxious to fight. Laurent 

was the only vampire they’d been allowed to attack and the four youngest hadn’t been 

around for that.  

It was Jasper’s idea for us to fight independently from the wolves. As a strategist, 

he believed the newborn army would divide itself in half to come at us from two sides, 

front and back, making the split easy. Remaining separate as we fought meant the battle 

would be much safer for both our family and for the pack.  

I could hear that Sam liked that plan. He did not trust that all of his pack members 

could control themselves if they had to fight alongside us. He didn’t really trust us, either. 

“We are willing to take more than our share, if necessary,” Sam offered.  

I didn’t appreciate the implication and neither did my brothers. Emmett and Jasper 

exchanged disparaging looks. Emmett grunted. 

Carlisle remained calm. “We’ll see how it plays out.”  

Our seven vampires against ten newborns would be no problem for my family. We 

had many advantages over them. 

“Do you know when and how they’ll arrive?” Sam wanted to know. 

“They’ll come across the mountains in four days, in the late morning. As they 

approach, Alice will help us intercept their path,” Carlisle responded.  

So Alice got that cleared up, I thought. Good. 

“Thank you for the information. We will watch,” I said, voicing Sam’s reply. 

The wolves exhaled heavily one by one, then lowered themselves into a crouching, 

Sphinx–like position meant to imply calm relaxation, though they were far from calm or 

relaxed. 

Jasper stepped nervously into the clearing between the family and the pack of 

wolves hidden in the trees. It went against his every instinct to train these creatures whose 

entire reason for existing was to destroy our kind. 

Is it safe to turn my back to them? You will warn me if they think to attack? 

I nodded yes to both of Jasper’s questions.  

He was right to be concerned. The wolves were itching to fight and that could get 

worse when we started moving at speeds faster than they could perceive, but Sam was 

determined to keep the pack calm. This was an unprecedented opportunity for them—to be 

trained by an expert in killing vampires. They would learn how to defeat newborns, but in 

doing so they would also learn how to defeat us, should they ever want to. Taking them as 

allies was risky for our family, but not taking them for this battle was an even bigger risk. 

This is so wrong, Jasper thought as he turned his back to the wolves and faced us.  

“Carlisle’s right,” he began, doing his best to ignore their presence. “They’ll fight 
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like children. The two most important things you’ll need to remember are, first, don’t let 

them get their arms around you and, second, don’t go for the obvious kill. That’s all they’ll 

be prepared for. As long as you come at them from the side and keep moving, they’ll be too 

confused to respond effectively. Emmett?” 

Em stepped forward, grinning, ready to do his worst. Jasper moved a few paces 

northward in the clearing and motioned for our brother to move south. Then they faced off. 

“Okay, Emmett first. He’s the best example of a newborn attack.” 

Emmett thought Jasper was mocking him. “I’ll try not to break anything,” he 

grumbled. 

Jasper grinned at Emmett’s irritation before explaining himself.  

“What I meant is that Emmett relies on his strength. He’s very straightforward 

about the attack. The newborns won’t be trying anything subtle, either. Just go for the easy 

kill, Emmett.” Jasper backed up a few more steps and tensed into a crouch. “Okay, 

Emmett—try to catch me.” 

Emmett charged forward just as he would if he were attacking a bear. Jasper wasn’t 

a bear, though—he was much, much quicker. When Emmett came at Jasper straight on and 

grabbed for his neck, his hands clapped together noisily. Jasper was already somewhere 

else. Emmett tried again and again and each time, Jasper dodged him in a different 

direction—to the left, right, down, around to the side. Then suddenly, Jazz was behind 

Emmett with his teeth at the back of his neck. Emmett froze—he was dead. (Or rather, in a 

real battle, he would now be without his head and completely vulnerable to flames.) 

“Dammit! You mother–effer!” Emmett cursed in frustration. 

I smiled. This was excellent fun!  

The wolves began making low growling noises that rumbled up and down the line. 

They were impressed. 

“Again,” Emmett demanded, a little angry. 

“It’s my turn,” I cut in.  

“In a minute,” Jasper replied. He smiled in Emmett’s direction, dismissing him.  

Bella’s fingers squeezed my arm and I realized with chagrin that I’d been so caught 

up in the action that I’d forgotten she was standing next to me. I turned my head to look at 

her and saw fear in her eyes. I took her hand and squeezed it while Emmett stalked back to 

his position between Carlisle and Rosalie. 

Jasper was sensing some negative emotion in the air around him and I realized that 

Bella was the only one present who seemed unhappy. He confirmed it. 

“I want to show Bella something first,” Jasper said, motioning Alice forward. “I 

know you worry about her,” he told Bella as Alice danced into the clearing. “I want to 

show you why that’s not necessary.”  

Bella had been worrying about Alice? Granted, my sister did look tiny and 

defenseless, but that was just her sheep’s clothing. 

Alice and Jasper faced each other, six feet apart, and Jasper crouched to attack. 
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Alice just stood there and smiled, her hands clasped behind her back. She couldn’t have 

looked more vulnerable if she’d had a lollipop in her hand. As Jasper crept forward and 

started to circle Alice, she simply shut her eyes. Then suddenly, he leaped at her from her 

left side, swept past her, and ended up at her right side, having made no contact.  

Bella gasped.  

Jasper circled around and leaped at Alice again. With her eyes still shut, she took a 

small step backward at the very second Jasper moved and then stepped forward to her 

starting point. Again Jasper had flown right through the space where she’d been. Alice 

grinned. I looked at Bella and saw her puzzlement. Alice’s movements were so swift and 

minute that Bella probably couldn’t see her step out of the way.  

Then Jasper demonstrated a full–on assault for Bella’s benefit. Alice stood with her 

eyes closed, grinning, as Jasper crouched, circled, and then attacked. Just before his arms 

circled her waist, she bent forward and spun on her toes and his arms closed above her. He 

grabbed for her legs. She made the smallest bunny hop and he missed her by a hair’s 

breadth. He spun in a circle and grabbed for her neck, but she ducked under his hands and 

spiraled away. They began moving faster…attack, escape, attack, escape…looking for all 

the world like dancers in a highly choreographed ballet. Still, Jasper could not put his hands 

on Alice. Finally, he attempted to tackle her, charging with his head down and his arms 

aiming for her hips. He missed, of course, and the second he straightened up, he found 

Alice on his back with her mouth poised over his neck. 

“Gotcha,” she gloated before kissing his throat. 

Jasper turned and gazed into Alice’s eyes and in that brief moment, something 

extremely personal and intimate passed between them. I looked away, though I couldn’t 

block their private thoughts from entering my mind. The power of their love always caught 

me off guard when I happened to witness it. 

Then Jasper laughed. “You truly are one frightening little monster.” 

The wolves agreed. Grunts and growls rippled down the line as a flurry of thoughts 

floated to me through the air. 

She’s like a flea…so fast! 

More like a ghost! 

She can fly! 

They had been greatly disturbed by that demonstration. Not one of them ever wanted to get 

in a scrap with Alice.  

I smiled and noticed that Bella was looking curiously at me. “It’s good for them to 

learn some respect,” I whispered to her.  

“My turn,” I called out and squeezed Bella’s hand in farewell. 

Alice took my position as Bella’s bodyguard and I took hers in the clearing. Jasper 

and I didn’t waste any time. We both crouched for attack and began to circle one another. 

He feinted at me, testing my readiness. I’d read his intention and didn’t bother to react. I 

feinted at him and he countered, but recovered quickly.  
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Jasper couldn’t read my thoughts as I did his, but with nearly a century of intense 

fighting experience, he had devised many tricky moves I’d never seen. When I attacked, he 

became like a martial artist, rolling across my back, flipping over top of me, defending with 

his legs or shoulders or even head. When he attacked me, he tried to do so instinctively 

with no forethought, which was never entirely successful. Always, I heard his mind the 

tiniest fraction of a second before he acted and either dodged him, defended myself, or 

counterattacked. We circled and attacked and dodged, but neither of us could gain an 

advantage.  

Eventually, Carlisle cleared his throat. Let’s move on… 

Jasper laughed and I laughed in return. Excellent fun! 

“Back to work,” he announced. “We’ll call it a draw.” 

Carlisle challenged Jasper next and my brother sparred with him, showing him how 

to alter his offensive moves slightly to make them more effective. Carlisle adjusted in 

action and quickly adapted to the new techniques. The trick was never to face off with a 

newborn and never to stop moving.  

Jasper repeated the exercise with Rosalie, showing her some variations on her 

habitual movements. She’d had decades of practice fighting Emmett and so already had 

learned to counter his strength moves with her own quickness and agility. 

My mother was not a fighter and against Jasper, it showed. She hadn’t needed to 

learn fighting techniques because our family had never battled another coven, and because 

the odd nomad we’d run into over the years was never allowed to get close to Esme. 

Carlisle or I had always been there to protect her. She was committed to this battle, though, 

and charged Jasper with intensity. Each time, he was able to counter and get to her neck 

within a few seconds. He took things back a step then, slowing down and pausing 

periodically to illustrate the right approach and identify my mother’s vulnerabilities. 

“You see what I’m doing here?” he asked, coming at her sideways. “Yes, just like 

that,” he said when she mimicked the action. “Concentrate on the sides. Don’t forget where 

their target will be. Keep moving.” 

After six or seven trials, Esme had improved enormously. She would be no great 

fighter with only two training sessions, but she would be better at least, and far safer from 

the newborns than before. I heard Carlisle promise himself to practice with her before the 

battle came. 

Emmett took another crack at Jasper and did better until he got frustrated and began 

making mistakes. 

The wolves watched alertly, the pack mind continually purring as one or another 

wolf saw something to be noted. After this training, they would be well–equipped to take 

out any of us and I sincerely hoped there was no fighting with them in our future—they 

knew too much. 

I felt Bella’s head bump heavily against my shoulder and looked at her face. She 

was struggling to keep her eyes open. 
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“We’re about finished,” I whispered. 

For the first time, Jasper turned toward the line of wolves and spoke. “We’ll be 

doing this tomorrow. Please feel welcome to observe again.” 

“Yes,” I answered for Sam. “We’ll be here.” Then Sam made a request. I patted 

Bella’s arm and moved toward Carlisle. 

“The pack thinks it would be helpful to be familiar with each of our scents—so they 

don’t make mistakes later. If we could hold very still, it will make it easier for them.”  

Easier not to take a snap at one of us, I finished to myself. 

“Certainly,” Carlisle answered Sam. “Whatever you need.” 

The line of wolves in the woods grumbled at the prospect of scenting us, but knew 

it was wise to do so. 

Sam led the pack single file into the clearing. I heard Bella gasp and observed her 

face as the line came toward us. She looked stunned by the massive creatures, which 

surprised me a little, because I felt sure she’d seen them before—just not all ten, I guess. 

Her expression boded well for the future of my family, though. The newborns would be 

utterly confounded. Maybe they’d even retreat! 

Sam approached Carlisle and winced slightly at the burn in his nose. He kept 

moving toward Jasper, who tensed in readiness to defend himself and Alice. Emmett, in 

contrast, grinned as the wolves ambled by, happy at the prospect of having excellent new 

sparring companions in future. The wolves were highly stressed as they filed past us and I 

read Jasper’s concern for their self–control. He remained on his guard.  

I recognized the six wolves who had chased Victoria with my family while Bella 

and I were in Florida. I’d seen images of all of them in Jasper’s memory and some of them 

in Carlisle’s and Emmett’s. The new female was smaller than the others and light gray in 

color. Her hackles went up as she approached us. It was clear that Leah Clearwater did not 

like us one bit. 

There’s Bella with her boyfriend, she thought in a taunting tone. 

Shut up, Leah, Jacob returned. 

Actually, I don’t know what you see in her. She’s so pale and scrawny and— 

SHUT UP, LEAH! 

Seth was sandy colored and gawky looking, with feet that seemed too big for his 

body. Leah became defensive of Seth when he whined in fear at one point. He was her 

younger brother, I saw, and appeared to be quite young. Brady and Collin were gray–

brown and burnt umber, respectively, and were even younger than Seth. 

Jacob grew his hair out for Belll…aaah, Leah taunted mentally in a sing–song tone. 

Jacob successfully ignored her this time. He was gazing at Bella, anxious to make 

himself known to her. Bella was looking at him too, had already picked him out, it seemed. 

When their eyes met, he pulled his lips back from his teeth, which might have seemed 

aggressive, except that he let his tongue hang out the side of his mouth as he panted 

breathlessly.  
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Bella giggled. 

Jacob pulled his lips back even more—a smile—and trotted forward toward her, 

passing by Alice and me, seemingly without concern. I watched Jacob with eagle eyes, 

looking for any sign that Bella was frightened or that he might lose control near her. His 

closest friends, Embry and Quil, were following him defensively. 

Jacob glanced at me. 

I’m not gonna hurt her, so don’t get all bent outta shape, okay? 

I didn’t move, just kept watching to see how Bella would respond. Now directly in 

front of her, Jacob bent his elbows in a dog’s forward bow, which lowered his head to 

Bella’s eye level. 

“Jacob?” she murmured, barely audible. Her voice was all wonder and fascination. 

Jacob purred deeply in his chest. Not even I could have mistaken it for a growl. 

Bella’s hand trembled slightly as she reached out and stroked the side of his muzzle. Like a 

cat, he shut his eyes and pushed his face against her hand, purring loudly. Bella continued 

stroking down the side of his neck as I watched helplessly. She was giving him exactly 

what he’d longed for—she was voluntarily touching him with a tender hand.  

I was galled…mortified! This wasn’t at all what I’d expected. I thought she would 

be frightened of him and perhaps a little disgusted as well. I just managed to keep my 

expression neutral. 

Then Jacob did something extremely foul. I saw his intention just before he acted, 

but I didn’t try to stop him or push him away from her. If she wasn’t disgusted by him yet, 

she would be momentarily. With his wet, lolling tongue, Jacob licked Bella’s face in one 

long stroke from chin to forehead. I could hear the slurp. 

“Ew! Gross, Jake!” Bella cried, jumping back and slapping at his face. 

He dodged her hand and started croaking—obviously a laugh. The rascal had stolen 

another kiss! 

Bella wiped her face on her sleeve and, much to my surprise, started chuckling.  

Vampires and wolves alike were watching the scene with suppressed revulsion. 

The wolves thought Bella stank like a vampire and the vampires thought Jacob stank, 

period. 

Jacob laughed again and on Sam’s command, the rest of the pack began stepping 

backwards toward the forest. Sam was highly annoyed at Jacob’s antics and thought it best 

that the pack retreat from his bad conduct. Of all his wolves, Sam expected his second in 

command to set a good example for the younger pups, and stepping out of formation and 

making a fool of himself was not exemplary behavior. 

When the retreating wolves reached the forest’s edge, seven of them pivoted at the 

last moment and cantered into the trees. Two wolves—Quil and Embry—remained behind, 

standing at the edge of the woods, whining.  

Jacob had questions on his mind. I saw that he was going to butt into my plans and 

I didn’t particularly want to deal with him. Sighing, I returned to Bella’s side and took her 
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hand. 

“Ready to go?” 

How are you gonna protect her during the fight? the wolf demanded silently. 

I looked over Bella’s head at the overgrown, reddish–brown dog. 

“I’ve not quite figured out all the details yet,” I replied grudgingly. 

She can hide in the woods and I’ll guard her. 

Wouldn’t he like that?! 

“It’s more complicated than that,” I said. “Don’t concern yourself; I’ll make sure 

it’s safe.” 

“What are you talking about?” Bella wanted to know.  

Great! He’s going to scare her and make her more upset about this battle than she 

already is.  

“Just discussing strategy,” I replied, trying to brush off her question. We had to hide 

her somewhere, that was obvious, but I hadn’t considered all the eventualities yet. Jacob 

looked at Bella, then at me, and realized I hadn’t told her our strategy for the fight or for 

how we would keep her safe. He decided that we must hash it out…right now. How 

annoying! 

Jacob took off for the woods and Bella reached out after him. 

“Wait!” she cried, but he continued trotting away. “Why did he leave?” Bella asked 

me, obviously disappointed. 

“He’s coming back. He wants to be able to talk for himself.” 

Jacob reappeared quickly, running toward us in human form—and wearing the 

briefest of cutoff sweatpants in black. He kept his distance from my family as he ran by 

them. 

“Okay, bloodsucker,” Jacob said rudely. “What’s so complicated about it?” 

“I have to consider every possibility,” I explained. “What if someone gets by you?” 

Jacob grunted dismissively. “Okay, so leave her on the reservation. We’re making 

Collin and Brady stay behind anyway. She’ll be safe there.” 

Bella frowned. “Are you talking about me?” 

“I just want to know what he plans to do with you during the fight,” the mutt told 

her. 

“Do with me?” 

“You can’t stay in Forks, Bella.” I explained. “They know where to look for you 

there. What if someone slipped by us?” 

“Charlie?” she gasped. Her face went gray. 

“He’ll be with Billy,” Jacob promised. “If my dad has to commit a murder to get 

him there, he’ll do it. Probably it won’t take that much. It’s this Saturday, right? There’s a 

game.” 

“This Saturday?” Bella squeaked. “Well, crap! There goes your graduation 

present.”  
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I laughed. Bella’s priorities (or perhaps her mental faculties, due to sleep 

deprivation) were all scrambled.  

“It’s the thought that counts. You can give the tickets to someone else.” 

“Angela and Ben,” Bella decided. “At least that will get them out of town.” 

My poor darling was so worried, just what I had wanted to avoid. Jacob!  

I touched her cheek and spoke gently. “You can’t evacuate everyone. Hiding you is 

just a precaution. I told you—we’ll have no problem now. There won’t be enough of them 

to keep us entertained.” I smiled. 

“But what about keeping her in La Push?” Jacob pressed. 

Wasn’t it obvious? “She’s been back and forth too much. She’s left trails all over 

the place. Alice only sees very young vampires coming on the hunt, but obviously someone 

created them. There is someone more experienced behind this. Whoever he”—I glanced at 

Bella, remembering her theory about Victoria—“or she is, this could all be a distraction. 

Alice will see if he decides to look himself, but we could be very busy at the time that 

decision is made. Maybe someone is counting on that. I can’t leave her somewhere she’s 

been frequently. She has to be hard to find, just in case. It’s a very long shot, but I’m not 

taking chances.” 

Bella stared at me with her eyebrows knitted together. I smoothed my thumb over 

the space between them. “Just being overcautious.” 

“So hide her here,” Jacob said, pointing to the Olympics. “There’s a million 

possibilities—places either one of us could be in just a few minutes if there’s a need.” 

I shook my head. “Her scent is too strong and, combined with mine, especially 

distinct. Even if I carried her, it would leave a trail. Our trace is all over the range, but in 

conjunction with Bella’s scent, it would catch their attention. We’re not sure exactly which 

path they’ll take, because they don’t know yet. If they crossed her scent before they found 

us…” Jacob frowned as I looked at him. “You see the difficulties.” 

“There has to be a way to make it work.” Jacob scowled, concentrating, and then 

looked away into the forest. 

Bella swayed on her feet. She couldn’t hold herself up anymore. I gripped her waist 

and pulled her close so she wouldn’t fall. 

“I need to get you home—you’re exhausted. And Charlie will be waking up 

soon…” 

“Wait a sec,” Jacob cut in. “My scent disgusts you, right?” What if I carry her to a 

hiding place; the infants will be repelled and…. 

“Hmm, not bad.” I said. “It’s possible.” 

I want to try it now. 

I nodded my agreement. It was a good idea despite the opportunism present in it. It 

was certainly worth a trial run and if it worked, we’d have one less thing to worry about. 

“Jasper?” I called, motioning to him.  

The family was thirty yards away discussing strategies for keeping the newborns 
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away from Forks. Jasper broke away from the huddle and walked toward us with Alice on 

his heels. I could see Jacob’s stress mount as two more vampires approached, but he was 

working hard to remain calm. His cohorts near the trees whined in consternation. 

“Okay, Jacob.”  

I nodded at him to proceed and he held his arms out to Bella. I exhaled heavily to 

discharge some of my tension. It was better than releasing it as my instincts were telling me 

to do.  

The wolves are our allies. He just wants to help, I reminded myself. 

Bella was glaring at Jacob with her arms crossed over her chest. 

“We’re going to see if I can confuse the scent enough to hide your trail,” Jacob 

explained, but she didn’t respond. 

“You’re going to have to let him carry you, Bella,” I said with what sounded like 

remarkable calm.  

Bella was making it obvious that she didn’t want to and that made me glad in a 

certain disingenuous way. 

Jacob rolled his eyes and snatched her up into his arms. She flinched and then 

leaned away from his chest, but he wrapped his arms tighter. I remained composed with 

some effort. 

“Don’t be such a baby,” Jacob groused.  

Both he and Bella glanced at me, perhaps to determine my reaction to their little 

spat. They were certainly comfortable enough with each other to quarrel like children. I 

kept my face placid. 

“Bella’s scent is so much more potent to me,” I explained to Jasper. “I thought it 

would be a fairer test if someone else tried.” 

Jacob turned and moved swiftly into the woods carrying the most precious cargo 

imaginable. Jasper and Alice gave him three minutes’ head start and then began tracking. 

It felt like Bella was gone for ages, but it couldn’t have been more than five minutes 

before Jacob reappeared with her about fifty yards away. 

“You can put me down now,” I heard Bella grump. 

“I don’t want to take a chance of messing up the experiment,” he replied, slowing 

his pace dramatically. 

“You are so annoying.” 

“Thanks.” 

Jasper and Alice dashed out of the woods and joined me, surprising Jacob. He 

stopped ten feet away and set Bella on her feet, maintaining his distance from the three of 

us. Bella walked to me and took my hand. She smelled horrible, but I was glad to have her 

back. 

“Well?” Bella asked my siblings. 

“As long as you don’t touch anything, Bella, I can’t imagine someone sticking their 

nose close enough to that trail to catch your scent,” Jasper said with a grimace. “It was 
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almost completely obscured.” 

“A definite success,” Alice chimed in, wrinkling her nose. 

“And it gave me an idea,” Jasper said. To make a trail with Bella’s scent…lead 

them here… 

“Which will work,” Alice confirmed and in her mind I saw the newborns following 

the trail like cattle to the slaughter. 

“Clever,” I commented. We could make the newborns come right to us. I read more 

details in Jasper’s mind as he considered them. 

“How do you stand that?” Jacob complained to Bella, reminding me that the meat 

of our discourse had been silent to the humans. 

I repeated it aloud. “We’re—well, you’re—going to leave a false trail to the 

clearing, Bella. The newborns are hunting, your scent will excite them, and they’ll come 

exactly the way we want them to without being careful about it. Alice can already see that 

this will work. When they catch our scent, they’ll split up and try to come at us from two 

sides. Half will go through the forest, where her vision suddenly disappears…” 

“Yes!” Jacob punched the air, realizing that the wolves would be waiting there. The 

newborns would be toast. 

I smiled. Even Jacob could appreciate Jasper’s skill at this kind of war. My brother 

was an expert, to be sure, and as such, he couldn’t help himself from following his idea to 

its logical conclusion. 

It would work even better if Bella herself was here. They’d go craz… 

“Not a chance,” I cut him off.  

“I know, I know,” Jasper retreated. “I didn’t even consider it, not really.” 

That was blatantly untrue. Otherwise, Alice couldn’t have seen the outcome of his 

decision to try it—which she did. She stomped on Jasper’s foot in response. He tried to 

explain himself. 

“If Bella was actually there in the clearing,” he told Alice, “it would drive them 

insane. They wouldn’t be able to concentrate on anything but her. It would make picking 

them off truly easy….” 

I tried to stare a hole through his head to get him to shut up! When he finally noticed 

me, he began backpedaling.  

“Of course it’s too dangerous for her. It was just an errant thought,” he said swiftly, 

though he still couldn’t contain his thoughts. But an excellent one. It would be like shooting 

fish in a barrel… 

“No,” I asserted forcefully. Not on your life! 

“You’re right,” he conceded aloud. His thoughts said something different, but I 

knew he wouldn’t dare bring it up again. He took another tack. “Best two out of three?” he 

asked Alice, looking to redeem his losing performance from earlier. They danced off into 

the clearing together to practice fighting. 

Real nice, Jacob was thinking. He’s willing to put Bella’s life on the line! 
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“Jasper looks at things from a military perspective,” I explained quietly. “He looks 

at all the options—it’s thoroughness, not callousness.” 

Jacob snorted in disgust, but moved in closer. How do we work this? 

“I’ll bring her here Friday afternoon to lay the false trail. You can meet us 

afterward, and carry her to a place I know. Completely out of the way, and easily 

defensible, not that it will come to that. I’ll take another route there.” 

“And then what? Leave her with a cell phone?” Jacob sneered. 

“You have a better idea?” 

“Actually, I do,” he boasted. Leave Seth with her to follow the fight… 

“Oh…Again, dog, not bad at all.” 

Jacob hurriedly explained his idea to Bella, trying to get back in her good graces. 

“We tried to talk Seth into staying behind with the younger two. He’s still too 

young, but he’s stubborn and he’s resisting. So I thought of a new assignment for 

him—cell phone.” 

Confusion was plain on Bella’s face. 

“As long as Seth Clearwater is in his wolf form, he’ll be connected to the pack,” I 

told her. “Distance isn’t a problem?” I checked. 

“Nope.” Three hundred miles is…. 

“Three hundred miles? That’s impressive.” 

“That’s the farthest we’ve ever gone to experiment. Still clear as a bell,” he 

bragged. 

“It’s a good idea.” I said. “I’ll feel better with Seth there, even without the 

instantaneous communication. I don’t know if I’d be able to leave Bella there alone. To 

think it’s come to this, though! Trusting werewolves!” 

“Fighting with vampires instead of against them!” Jacob was as disoriented by 

working together as I was. 

“Well, you still get to fight against some of them.” 

Jacob smiled. “That’s the reason we’re here.” 

Bella seemed a little disturbed and I had no idea why. 


